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Preface
“Living in age of advertisement, we are perpetually disillusioned. The
perfect life is spread before us every day, but it changes and withers at a
touch.”
J.B. Priestley, ‘The Disillusioned’, 1929
Given the ever-quickening pace of technological innovation, and the increasing urgency with which this newness mediates social interactions, it is difficult
for us to fully envision the types of marketing jobs our graduates will go on
to do. With this in mind, we offer this book as a series of perspectives on both
the fundamentals of marketing, and the state-of-the-art in each topic. It is vital
that students and scholars read these chapters critically, with a view to adapting the principles and ideas within to the particular nuances and challenges of
their pursuits in marketing. Readers should always be aware that marketing
is not a simple case of this plus that equals success; marketers are required to
continually encounter and re-encounter that most unpredictable of variables:
the human being.
Marketing is a strange beast in some ways. It is often seen from the outside
as rather a glamorous activity, an idea that is fashioned from images of glitzy
product launches and Hollywood’s portrayal of ‘ad execs’ flying around the
world, sowing the seeds of their creative ideas. Marketing goes a lot deeper
than that and, as such, represents a heck of a lot more graft than is betrayed
by the champagne and jet travel. Working in marketing is a stimulating blend
of numbers, statistics, algorithms, creativity, emotional intelligence, cultural
sensitivity, charm, wit and maybe even a bit of good old fashioned luck. Not
many jobs encompass such a varied range of functions, which makes it stimulating yet elusive, since it’s not always completely possible to fathom why
one thing works the first time you do it and then fails the next time. The challenge of marketing is both a cause and a consequence of the ever-fluctuating,
unpredictable and uncertain world we live in today. The developed world
is a consumer’s world; it is built for and by consumerism, and is measured
by it too. This is not necessarily a good thing, but it also puts a function like
marketing at the axis of deciding whether consumerism can build a better
world or send it into terminal decline.
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From international DJs, to chocolate companies, to charities and hotels, this
book takes a tour through both the theory and the application of some useful,
widespread and interesting perspectives on marketing. Unfortunately, it’s not
exhaustive and readers are encouraged to use the suggested reading and the
works cited within the chapters to deepen their knowledge and understanding even further.
Our publisher suggested we might like to include some humour in the
preface, so we’re going to leave you with a marketing joke:
Q: Why did the marketer fail at honey harvesting?
A: Instead of tapping the hive, she insisted on going B2B.
Hahaha…sorry! We hope you enjoy the book.

